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Analytical Description of Hebrew Biblical Texts
A methodological guideline
by
Prof. em. Dr. Helmut Utzschneider
The following guide outlines criteria and methods for the description of Hebrew biblical
texts. It is based on theories of syntax of biblical Hebrew and text-linguistic as presented and
explained in detail in Helmut Utzschneider / Stefan A. Nitsche, Arbeitsbuch
Literaturwissenschaftliche Bibelauslegung. Eine Methodenlehre des Alten Testaments, 4th
edition Gütersloh: Gütersloher Verlagshaus 2014, pp. 62–115 (§ 4 Textanalyse).
A thorough description of a given text is the basis for all further exegetical analyses and
inquiries, like form criticism, reconstruction of literary history (“Literarkritik”, redaction
history), inquiry of its theological meaning in a given historical or a transcultural context. The
method, presented here, presupposes a “close reading” and thorough observation of the
Masoretic text according to the “Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia”.
Texts can be described in four different respects, resp. on four different levels
1. In respect of their phonetics, or more simply: How does a given text sound when
orally performed? Are there phonetic patterns like alliterations, rhymes etc.?
2. In respect of their lexemes, or more simply: Which kinds of words occur in a given
text? Are there clusters of words of special lexical or semantic fields, do they form
patterns etc.?
3. In respect of the syntax, or more simply: Are there types of clauses (“formations” see
below) prevailing in a given text? If so, what does this mean in relation to the
meaning and translation of Hebrew tenses in a given text and its genre (e.g.
narratives; prophetic promises)
4. In respect of the text, or more simply: Which evidence is provided by a given text in
relation to its formal or semantic structure, especially its beginning and its end? Is
the given text coherent or are there major formal or thematic fractions in it?
These four basic questions can be further refined and in this way provide more precise
information. The description can be focused on the formal resp. the thematic shape of the
text (“surface structure” resp. “deep structure”), which is not intended by this paper.
For practical reasons the description starts with the analysis of the syntax (above: 3) in
connection with a (preliminary) translation, it proceeds to the description of the textual
features (above 4: text). The analysis of phonetics (above 1) and lexemes (above: 2) follow
up.
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Ad 3: Analysis of Syntax
From a formal (morphological) point of view the Hebrew language basically knows three
types of clauses:, the nominal clause, the verbal clause, the participial clause.
From a functional point of view there are much more types, e.g. clause of affirmation,
conditional, temporal, circumstantial, interrogative clauses etc.
The nominal clause is simply defined by the absence of a finite Verb form, as in:
(Gen 25:23)
Two nations are/were in your womb.

JnEf]biB]

(read:

µyIwgo) µyIygo ynEv]

The participial clause is defined by the presence of a participle which functions as a
predicate as in:
(Gen 25,28)
Rebekah loved/loves Jacob.

bqo[}y"Ata≤ tb,h≤ao hq…b]rIw"

The tenses in the translations of nominal or participial clauses depend on the given literary
context.
More complicated are the verbal clauses. In principle they are defined by the presence of a
finite verb form as predicate. In addition to this principle there are multiple possibilities of
verbal clauses depending on the tense of the verb and its position in the clause.
The traditional terms for the tenses like “perfect”, “perfect consecutivum”, “imperfect”,
“imperfect consecutivum” etc. do not correctly indicate the temporal function of the verbal
forms with which they are related. Therefore they are replaced by a strictly descriptive
nomenclature1 which uses the pattern of the verbal forms derived from a non existing
Hebrew verbal root *ltq / q-t-l (to avoid lfq “to kill”). These patterns are amplified in
order to determine not only the tense as such but also the position of the verb in a given
clause. The latter determines the temporal meaning of the verb and not seldom the
syntactic function of the verbal clause. The verbal patterns occur in the the following
combinations, also called “(verbal) formations”. In the notation of a formation the sign “x”
designates arbitrary non-verbal elements of the clause, e.g. an negation, an pronoun. The
Hebrew particle w is represented by “we” or “wa”.
This results in the following equivalences:
Perfect without preceding elements
1

qatal

That nomenclature is also used in the major scholarly Grammar of Biblical Hebrew by Paul Joüon and
Takamitsu Muraoka (Paul Joüon, Takamitsu Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, Subsidia Biblica 27,
Roma: Editrice Pontificia Istituto Biblico, 2nd ed. 2008, pp.330–325–409, and in many other scholarly works of
biblical Exegesis. Advanced students should be familiar with it).
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Perfect with preceding non verbal elements
Perfect with preceding waw and non-verbal elements
Perfect consecutivum
Imperfect without preceding elements
Imperfect with preceding we
Imperfect with preceding waw and non-verbal elements
Imperfect consecutivum
Participle
Imperative

3
x-qatal
we-x-qatal
weqatal
yiqtol
weyiqtol
we-x-yiqtol
wayyiqtol
qotel
qetol

Examples:
we-x-qatal:
A verb in “Perfect”, arbitrary non verbal elements (including sometimes the waw particle )
precedes, as in:
Gen 25,26
Afterward his brother came out

wyjia; ax…y: ˜keAyrEj}aæw"

In most cases the qatal-formations are to be rendered in a past tense (remote past or
pluperfect); not seldom the x-qatal- formation functions as circumstantial clause in
narratives, connected with an waw it can also have an adversative meaning.
qatal(-x):
A Verb in “Perfect” followed be arbitrary element(s) of the clause, as in
Ps 104,5
He set the earth on its foundations

Dhy¡RnwøkVm_lAo X®rRaœ_dAs`Dy

As in many cases “qatal” denotes here a single, past action.
Sometimes simple qatal also is to be rendered by present tense, especially if it states an
action which is performed by stating it (“performative”), as
in English: “Herewith I baptize you in the name ….”
or in Hebrew.
Deut. 8,19
I solemnly warn you today that you shall surely perish N…wídEbaø;t däObDa y¶I;k MwYø¥yAh ‹MRkDb yItûOdIoAh
(we) x- yiqtol
A verb in “Imperfect” preceded by an arbitrary elements; yiqtol in most cases denotes a
future action or status, as in:
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Gen 25,23
and two peoples from within you shall be divided

4

WdrEP;yI JyI[æMemi µyMiaul] ynEv]W

In certain cases, yiqtol clauses can denote repeated (iterative) or durative actions and are to
be rendered in present tense, as in
Gen 32,33:
Therefore the Israelites do not eat the sciatic nerve h#RvÎ…nAh dy∞I…g_tRa l%Ea∂rVcˆy_y`EnVb …w°lVkaøy_aáøl N&E;k_lAo
The consecutive formations weqatal resp. wayyiqtol denote actions as following to an other
preceding action. In contrast to the time-sphere of the non-consecutive forms weqatal
formations denote consecutive actions in the future or in a consecutive state of a series of
actions whereas wayyiqtol- formations denote consecutive actions in the past. In many cases
consecutive formations occur in sequences denoting a sequence of action. Especially
wayyiqtol-sequences denote sequences of past actions and therefore are typical for
narratives in the Hebrew Bible.
weqatal
Is 2:4
...and he will judge between the nations
and will arbitrate for many people,
and they will beat their swords into plowshares...,

My¡I;bår MYˆywø…gAh Ny∞E;b ‹fApDv◊w
My∞I;mAoVl Ajy™Ikwøh◊w
AMy#I;tIaVl M%Dtwøb√rAj …w°tV;tIk◊w

Not seldom a weqatal-formation resumes an imperative (qetol), as in
Exod 8:1:
Go to the Pharaoh
and speak to him

hóOo√rAÚp_lRa aäø;b
wy#DlEa ∞D;t√rAmDa◊w

wayyiqtol
Gen 25:25
(then) the frist came out, red,
(all his body like a hairy mantle
and they called him Esau

ynI/md"a' ˆ/varIh; ax´YEw"
r¡DoEc t®râ®;dAaV;k wäø;lU;k)
.wc…[e /mv] War"q]YIw"^

The nominal clause (NC) in between the two wayyiqtol-clauses has the function of a
circumstantial clause. It interrupts the narrative consecution from wayyitol ax´YEw" to wayyiqtol
War"q]YIw"^
Besides its (most frequent) occurrences in Hebrew narratives, wayyiqtol also can be found in
subordinated clauses as in
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1Sam 15,23b
Because you have rejected (x-qatal) the word of the LORD,
he has rejected you from being king

5

hYÎwh◊y r∞Ab√;d_tRa ‹D;tVs‹AaDm NAoGÅy
JKRl`R;mIm äÔKVsDaVmˆ¥yÅw

The waw in äÔKVsDaVmˆ¥yÅw is a so called “waw apodosis”; it links the Protasis (the syntactically and
logically) preceding clause, with the following clause.
In class a syntactical analysis should contain the following elements:
-

The hebrew text, structured in its clauses
determination of formations including mode (co-/adhortative) and nominal clauses
(NC)
determination of clause-functions (affirmation, narrative, question; subordinated:
e.g. circumstantial, causal)
Translation according to analysis

The analysis of the syntax of a longer piece of text not only gives insight into the formation
and into the function of each single clause, but also makes visible the syntactical structure of
the text (Text-Syntax; see below) as a whole.
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Ad 4: Analysis of Text-Structures
Each description of text which exceeds the borders of phonemes, single words or groups of
words and clauses is an analysis on the text-level. Texts have their own rules, conditions and
means of formation, structuring and constitution of meaning. These rules (“grammar of
text”) are less strict than grammatical rules for the formation of words (morphology) or
clauses (syntax), notwithstanding that grammatical rules of Hebrew Grammar changed even
in biblical times (cf. classical biblical Hebrew vs. late biblical Hebrew). The “grammar of text”
lets a wider scope for particularities of literatures of different types of text (description,
narrative, speech) and genres (e.g. legal texts, psalms), milieus and epochs, even of single
authors and their modes of speaking or writing. So the analytical description on the level of
text is also a description of style(s).
At first we demonstrate the most important and general means and rules of text-structuring
and of generating their meaning (a.– d.). Then we introduce an exemplary analysis of an
narrative text (e.).
a. Sorts of Texts
Basic types of texts are discourse (speeches), narrative and description. Biblical
narrative texts switch between sections of narrative, description and speeches.
Greater textual unities can be structured by changing the type or genre of texts. So
the songs of Moses and Miriam closes the Exodus-narrative (Exod 1–14). The Isaiah
narratives (Is 37–39) form a transition between the two sections of the book of Isaiah
(1–36 / 40–66), which mostly consist of performative speeches.

b. Text-Syntax
The “Text-syntax” deals with the sequence of clauses resp. formations and its
grammatical or logical coherence resp. incoherence. In biblical Hebrew texts
parataxis, i.e. series of clauses of the same formation, prevails. The syntactical
analysis uncovers those structures. We will demonstrate in detail the analysis of a
text-syntax in a narrative text (Gen 25,10–26) below.

c. Markers of beginning and ending of given texts and other markers of
text-structuring
Beginnings of texts can explicitly be stated by superscriptions as in
Prov 10:1
The Proverbs of Salomon

hmoløv] ylev]mi
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Structuring markers are hy;h;w“, yhiy“w," especially in sequences of weqatal or wayyiqtol
formations.
hy;h;w“ opens sequences with future actions (weqatal) as in
Mic 5:10s
In that day,
utterance of the Lord,
II will cut off your horses from among you
and I will destroy you chariots
and I will cut off the cities of your land
and I will throw down all your strongholds ...

a…whAh_Mwø¥yAb h§DyDh◊w
hYÎwh◊y_MUa◊n
K¡R;b√rI;qIm ÔKy™Rs…ws y¶I;tårVkIh◊w
:ÔKy`RtObV;k√rAm y™I;t√dbA SaAh◊w
ÔK¡Rx√rAa yâérDo y™I;tårVkIh◊w
:ÔKyá®rDxVbIm_lD;k y™I;tVsårhD w◊

N.B. the time-formula „In that day“
yhiy“w" opens sequences of wayyiqtol – formations, especially in narrative texts (see
below) .
As a structuring marker is also used the deictic particle yKi. The particle has different
meanings and syntactical functions, e.g. it can be a conjunction which
- opens causal clauses (rendered mostly „because“ or “for”);
- follows verba dicendi (e.g.  ) דברand opens an object-clause (I tell you that...)
In its proper deictic function, it can also indicate a major cut in a given text, as in
Psa 33:3–4:
Sing to him a new song!
Play skillfully on the strings with loud shouts!
Truly –
The word oft he Lord is upright
And all his work is done in faithfulness....

vd:j; ryvi /lAWryvi 3
.h[;Wrt]Bi ˜GEn" Wbyfiyhe
AyKi 4
hw:hy"Arb'D" rv;y:
.hn:Wma‘B, Whce[}m'Alk;w"

Here  כיindicates the transition from the introductory call to sing a song to the song itself, probably
this also includes a change of speaking / singing persons.

Aside from its normal temporal meaning („now“), the conjunction hT…[(æw“) can be a
very strong indicator of structural „cuts“. It is used in performative speeches as in a
longer poem in
Micah 4:9–5:5
(4:9) (ht[) Now why do you cry aloud?
Is there no king in you?
(11) (ht[w) And now many nations are assembled against you,....
(5:1) (ht[w) And now muster your troops, O daughter of troops;...
(Translation ESV)
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Structuring Formulas in prophetic texts are כה אמר יהוה,  נאם יהוה.
d. Actors, references and scenes
In coherent texts, actors are introduced by names or appellative lexemes. In the
progress of the text they are represented by pronouns and/or verbal particles. In
incoherent texts this sequence of pronominal references can be disturbed as in
Mic 2:4

l#DvDm M∞RkyElSo aªDÚcˆy a…w%hAh Mw∏ø¥yA;b
hÎyVh`In y§Ih◊n h°DhÎn◊w
dwêødDv ‹rAmDa ‹
…wn$dAü; v◊n
£ ry¡ImÎy y™I;mAo qRl¶Ej
y$Il vy∞ImÎy JKyEa
:q`E;lAj◊y …wnyäédDc b¶EbwøvVl

In that day they shall take up a taunt song against you.
and moan bitterly, and say,
“We are utterly ruined;
he changes the portion of my people;
how he removes it from me!
an apostate he allots our fields.”
(Translation ESV)
The references of the pronouns “We”/”our”, “he” and “my” in the “taunt song” are
unclear. This incoherence may be caused by the fact, that the taunt song is a citation
and well known to the original hearers / readers. They had been able to identify the
actors to which the pronouns refer.
Even the definite article references to previous actors. Nouns without article or with
indefinite article denote newly appearing actors.
Exod 2:1–2:
:y`IwEl_tA;b_tRa jäå;qˆ¥yÅw y¡IwEl ty∞E;bIm vy™Ia JKRl¶E¥yÅw
:My`Ij∂r◊y h¶Dv ølVv …wh™EnVÚpVxI;t`Aw a…w$h bwâøf_yI;k ‹wøtOa a®r§E;tÅw N¡E;b dRl∞E;tÅw h™DÚvIaDh rAh¶A;tÅw

In narrative and performative texts jointly appearing and interacting actors make
scenes which also structure the respective text (N.B. the network of references in the
following text):
Ex 2:1–5:
Scene 1: The marriage of the Levite and the daughter of Levi
(1) Now a man from the house of Levi went and married the daughter of Levi.
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Scene 2: The woman, her son and the basket (the man is no more mentioned)
Ex. 2:2 The woman conceived and bore a son; and when she saw that he was a fine
baby, she hid him three months.
Ex. 2:3 When she could hide him no longer she got a papyrus basket for him, and
plastered it with bitumen and pitch; she put the child in it and placed it among the
reeds on the bank of the river.
Scene 3: The sister of the son, standing aside
Ex. 2:4 His sister stood at a distance, to see what would happen to him.
Scene 4: The daughter of Pharao, her attendants and the basket
Ex. 2:5 ¶ The daughter of Pharaoh came down to bathe at the river, while her
attendants walked beside the river. She saw the basket among the reeds and sent
her maid to bring it.

e. An analytical description of narratives – Gen 25:20–26 as example
Narratives express a progress of past actions from the viewpoint of an (mostly remote)
narrator. In (classical) Biblical Hebrew is expressed by a series of wayyqitol-formations;
further means of profiling the narratives are:
The beginning or resuming of a narrative can be expressed by
- yhyw (literally: “and it happened”) as “introductory formula of a narration” (IFN – as in
Gen 25,20)
- an x-qatal- formation as in
Job 1:1
There was once a man in the land of Uz. (x-qatal)
X…wäo_X®r`RaVb h¶DyDh vy¢Ia
His name was Job. (NC)
wóømVv bwâø¥yIa
How it is obvious in the example below (Gen 25,20–26), beginnings of Hebrew narratives
comprise information about the circumstances or about the persons which the hearers or
readers should know, before the progress of actions starts.
Clauses, which interrupt the progress of actions, e.g. background information on attendant
circumstances or flashbacks, are expressed by (we)-x-qatal – Formations or Nominal causes.
This has to be expressed in translations also, e.g. by pluperfect, by adding a conjunction or a
particle (like “once” in Job 1,1)
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Narratives of the Hebrew Bible typically include (mostly short) speeches of the acting
persons. The are part of the narrative progress and at the same time interrupt it. In this
double structural function they are marked by formulas like rmayw/ rmal (“introductory
formulas of speeches” IFS).
The text-syntax of Gen 25:20-26
(Formation) (Translation)

(Text divided in clauses)

hn:±v; µy[i¢B;r"a'A˜B, q~j;x]yI yhi¶y"˝w" 20
hq;%b]rIAta, /˝T∞j]q'˝B]
µr:–a} ˜d"P'˝mi yMi+r"a}˝h;î l~aeWtB]AtB
yMi`r"a}˝h; ˜b…àl; t/jüa}
.hV…âai˝l] /˝l
/˝T+v]ai jk'nO§˝l] h~w:hy˝l'î qj…¶x]yI rT'Ÿ[]Y<˝w" 21
awhi hr:¡q;[} yKià
hw:±hy" /Ÿ˝l rt,[…¶YE˝w"
./˝Têv]ai hq…àb]rI rh'Tæ`˝w
H˝B;+r"qi˝B] µ~ynIB;˝h' Wx•x}roît]YI˝w" 22

And as Isaac was forty years old,

IFN

he took Rebekah,
the daughter Betuels, the Aramean
of Paddan-Aram,
the sister of Laben, the Aramean,
as wife for him,

2

(then) he prayed tot he Lord for his wife,

21 wayyiqtol-x
NC (causal)

because she was barren,

wayyiqtol-x

and the Lord granted his Prayer,

wayyiqtol-x

and Rebekah, his wife, concieved.

22 wayyiqtol-x

And the sons kicked one another in
Rebekah,

rm,aTo∞˝w"
˜KeAµa
ykinOa; hZ< hM;l… i
.hw:êhy"Ata, vroìd"˝li Jl,T´`˝w"
H˝l;% hw:@hy" rm,aYo!˝w" 23
J˝nE±f]bi˝B] µ~yI/g ynE•v]
WdrE–P;yI J˝yI[æ`Me˝mi µyMi+aul] ynE∞v]˝W
≈m;+a‘y<ê µao∞l]˝mi µ~aol]˝W

wayyiqtol-x (ISS)

(then) she said:
„If it is thus,

NC (cond.)
NC (interrog)

why is this happening to me?

(Then) she went to inquire the Lord.

wayyiqtol-x

23 wayyiqtol –x (ISS) The Lord said to her:

„Two nations are in your womb,

NC

w-x-yiqtol (future) and two people from within you

shall be divided
and one people shall be stronger than

w-x-yiqtol

the other

.ry[iâx; dboè[}y" br"¡˝w"

w-x-yiqtol-x

and the the older shall serve the younger.

(Speech ends)

td<l-≤ ˝l; h;˝ym≤`y: Waèl]m]YI˝w" 24
.H˝n:êf]bi˝B] µmi`/t hNEèhi˝w"
ynI±/md"a' ˆŸ/varI˝h; ax´¶YE˝w" 25
2

24 wayyiqtol-x
NC (interjection)
25 wayyiqtol-x

And the days to give birth were completed,
behold, there were twins in her womb.
And the first came out, red,

In Hebrew V. 20 is one single clause, which is too long to be translated as such into English.
So it is divided into one main clause and a subordinated
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NC

all his body (was) like a hairy mantle.
So they called him Esau.

wayyiqtol-x
(Progress stops)

w˝yji%a; ax…¢y: ˜ke|AyrEj}aæâ˝w" 26
wc;+[e bq´¢[}˝B' t~z<j,~ao /˝dªy:˝w"

26 w-x-qatal

Afterward his brother came out

w-x - qotel-x

his hand holding Esau’s heel.

(circumstantial)

bqo[}y" /mv] ar:q]YIw"
.µ˝t…âao td<l≤à˝B] hn:¡v; µyViàviAˆB, qj…xö ]yI˝w"

wayyiqtol-x
NC (circumst.)

So he was called Jacob.
Isaac was sixty years old, when she born
them.

Actors, references and scenes in Gen 20,20–26
Scene 1: Isaac and his wife Rebekah (Introduction)
20 And as Isaac was forty years old, he took Rebekah, the daughter Betuels, the Aramean of Paddan-Aram,
the sister of Laban, the Aramean, as wife for him,

Scene 2: Isaac prays to the Lord for Rebekah
(then) he prayed to the Lord for his wife,
because she was barren,

Scene 3: Lord grants the prayer, Rebekah conceives.
and the Lord granted his Prayer.
and Rebekah, his wife, conceived.

Scene 4: The pregnant Rebekah inquires the Lord
22 And the sons kicked one another in Rebekah, (then) she said:
„If it is thus,
why is this happening to me?”
She went to inquire the Lord.
23 The Lord said to her:

„Two nations are in your womb,
and two people from within you shall be divided
and one people shall be stronger than the other
and the the older shall serve the younger.”
Comment: Strictly speaking, the article in “the sons”

( ) הבניםis incoherent. It presupposes the hearers /

readers knowledge about the children of Isaa and Rebekah)
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Scene 5: The birth of the twins
24 And the days to give birth were completed, behold, there were twins in her womb.
25 And the first came out, red, all his body (was) like a hairy mantle. So they called him Esau.

26 Afterward his brother came out, his hand holding Esau’s heel. He was called Jacob.

Closing comment of the narrator:
Isaac was sixty years old, when she born them.

12
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Ad 1&2: Analysis on the level of Phonetics and Lexems (selected issues)
The “sound” of the text is a major feature of Old Testament poetry, especially of psalms.
Important phonetic figures of style are meter, rhyme and alliterations as can be heard and
seen in Ps 122:6s
Ps 122:6f
e

e

a

scha‘alu sch lom y ruschalayim yischlayu ‘oh baik
e

e

e

y hi schalom bechelek salwa b ‘arm notaik

Pray for the peace of Jerusalem:
May they be secure, who love you,
Peace be within your walls,
security in your towers!

These short lines comprise three forms of alliterations: alliteration in the initail sound („schal/schel), in the
middle of the word and in the final sound (-aik). The latter sounds as rhyme.

Alliterations or rhymes are occasionally found in „prose“- writings as well.
Ex 3:7.9
hYÎwh◊y rRmaâø¥yÅw (7)
.... y™I;mAo y¶InFo_tRa yIty¢Ia∂r hñOa∂r
y¡DlEa hDa∞D;b l™Ea∂rVcˆy_y´nV;b tñåqSoAx h¢E…nIh h›D;tAo◊w (9)
XAj$A;lAh_tRa ‹yIty‹Ia∂r_MÅg◊w
:M`DtOa My¶IxSjøl MˆyäårVxIm r¶RvSa
A deliberate play between the phonetic form and the semantic meanings of words are found
in so called paronomasias:
Gen 20:26 (see above)

w˝yji%a; ax…¢y: ˜ke|AyrEj}aæâ˝w" 26
wc;+[e bq´¢[}˝B' t~z<j,~ao /˝dªy:˝w"
bqo[}y" /mv] ar:q]YIw"

The phonetic consonance of the hebrew for „heel“ (bqæ´¢[æ) and the name of „Jacob“ produce an etiology for
Jacobs name and for his character. He is like a man who grips his brothers heel, which is a rather unflattering
characterisation.

Further paronomastic plays with the name of Jacob / Israel and other Hebrew lexemes
characterizing his deeds and his character are found throughout the Jacob / Esau – story
(Gen 25–33). In Gen 27,36 the name of the patriarch is paralleled with the verb “ עקבto
cheat“. In the story of Jacobs struggle with the angel (Gen 32:23–33), the name Jacob is
related to the name of the river Jabbok and the the verb  אבק, to struggle (32:25). Jacobs
new name  ישׂראלis related to  שׁרה, “to strive” (Gen 32:28). In this way the name(s) of Jacob
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and its changing relations become guiding words (“Leitworte”) of the story as a whole which
mirror the character of the protagonist and its metamorphoses. Guiding words in a given
text indicate its coherence.
A semantic and/or lexical field is a set of words which are related in meaning and cover a
certain conceptual domain (cf. Adrienne Lehrer, 1985). Common “Conceptual domains” in
ancient Israel are law and lawsuit, prophecy, cult, kingship, warfare, agriculture, etc. In
biblical texts those conceptual domains are reflected in a typical, traditional vocabulary. The
occurrence of such vocabularies in a given text indicates thematic coherence.
Mic 3:5–8

deals with false and true prophecy; it is sated with lexemes and word-groups indicating the conceptual
domain of prophecy and divination:
5 Thus says the LORD concerning the prophets,
who lead my people astray,
who cry “Peace”
when they have something to eat;
but declare war against those
who put nothing into their mouths.
6 Therefore
it shall be night to you, without vision,
and darkness to you, without revelation.
The sun shall go down upon the prophets
7 the seers shall be disgraced,
and the diviners put to shame;
they shall all cover their lips,
or there is no answer from God.
8 But as for me, I am filled with power,
with the spirit of the LORD, and with justice and might,
to declare to Jacob his transgression and to Israel his sin.

µyaiybiN"h'Al[' hw:hy" rmæa; hKo 5
yMi['Ata, µy[it]M'h'
µh,yNEviB] µykiv]NOh'
µ/lv; War"q;w"
µh,yPiAl[' ˜T´yIAalø rv,a}w"
.hm…j;l]mi wyl…[; WvD"qiw"
˜kel; 6
/zj;m´ µk,l; hl;y"læ
µsoQ]mi µk≤l; hk…v]j;w"
µyaiybiN"h'Al[' vm,V,h' ha;b…W
µyzIjoh' WvboW 7
µymis]Qoh' Wrp]j…w"
µL…Ku µp…c;Al[' Wf[;w"
.µyhiløa‘ hnE[}m' ˜ya´ yKi
j"ko ytial´m; ykinOa; µl;Waw" 8
hr:Wbg"W fP…v]miW hw:hy" j"WrAta,
./taF;j' la´r:c]yIl]W /[v]Pi bqo[}y"l] dyGIh'l

The parallelismus membrorum is traditionally understood as the feature of biblical poetry
and as such found in prophetic texts, and sayings of wisdom. In this common understanding
the “parallelism” occurs in two clauses, which follow one another and which express one
issue in a similar but not identical way, as in
Num 23:7:
‘Come, curse Jacob for me;
Come, denounce Israel!’
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The structure of the wording is nearly exactly parallel. The modifications “curse” ( )ארר/ “
denounce” ( )זעםhave slightly different connotations: „Cursing“ is an magic act; denouncing
adds to this act emotions like wrath. This similarity causes also ambiguity, a parallelism does
not decide between the two (or more) similarities which it expresses.
Parallelism is not confined to the two-clauses similarity. There examples with three or more
members, or with antithetic members as in
Ps 93:4
(More majestic) than the thunders of mighty waters,
more majestic than the waves of the sea,
majestic on high is the LORD!

My#I;bår Mˆy§Am —tw°ølO;qIm
M¡Dy_yérV;bVvIm Myâîryî;dAa
:h`Dwh◊y MwêørD;mA;b ryäî;dAa

(The sequence of the three members can express a relation of increasing majesty; but the parallelism can
express the uniqueness of Gods majesty as well.)

or in
Prov 10:1
A wise child makes a glad father,
but a foolish child is a mother’s grief.

b¡Da_jA;mAc◊y MDkDjœ N∞E;b
:wáø;mIa t¶Ag…w;t ly#IsV;kŒ N¶Eb…w

Parallelism is a figure of repetition, which can be found in multiple forms and appearances
in OT literature, even in larger literary contexts. E.G. the twofold proclamation of the coming
of day of the Lord in Joel 1,14–15 and 2,1–2.10–11 can be understood as parallelism. From a
poetical point of view this is also true for the three patriarchal narratives with the “wifesister-motif” (Gen 12:10–20: Abram and Saraj; 20: 1–18: Abraham and Sarah; 26:6–11: Isaac
and Rebekah), even the repetitions have origins in the literary history of the patriarchal
narratives.

